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While the COVID 19 pandemic continues to 
dominate the news cycle – and our lives! – it 
can seem challenging to reflect on a tragedy 

that occurred 20 years ago, rather than the one calling 
for our attention right now. For the next generation of 
employees entering the workforce, the terrorist attacks 
of September 11, 2001, were an event studied in History 
class, and even for many who were in the workforce then, 
it’s becoming a distant memory. But I believe the lessons 
learned from 9/11 are more pertinent than ever and can 
help guide the EAP response to our current crisis.

Striking Similarities
Let’s begin by acknowledging the striking similari-

ties in these two events. While on the surface they 
would seem to be vastly different, their impact on the 
business community – and how EAPs support them – 
are in surprising alignment:

¾ Both 9/11 and COVID changed everything about 
how business is conducted. From travel procedures 
to safety/security protocols to the work environment 
itself, corporations have been challenged to reexamine 
long-held practices. Questions about how, where, and 
by whom critical functions are performed are leading to 
many changes and adaptions that are likely to be per-
manent, just as they were after 2001 (Remember when 
you didn’t have to take your shoes off at the airport?)

¾ Both 9/11 and COVID 19 required a massive 
expenditure of time, money, and resources by compa-
nies to restore functional operations and confidence. 
Few organizations can say they are conducting busi-
ness in exactly the same way they did prior to either 
event, or changes were often implemented quickly.

The effectiveness of those initiatives, however, may 
or may not be readily apparent, adding to the overall 
anxiety of leaders and line workers alike. (“Did we do 
the right thing? Are we doing enough?”)

¾ Both events have had a global emotional impact 
unlike any other. Although there have been many 
large-scale mass tragedies over the last 20 years, most 
have been local or regional in nature – few events 
have triggered the sense of shock, vulnerability, and 
fear on a world-wide scale as 9/11 and COVID 19.

Just as in the days following the 9/11 attacks, 
EAPs have played a key role in helping companies 
adapt and even thrive in the midst of the current cri-
sis. Some hard-earned lessons from 9/11 that apply 
equally well to today include:

Lessons Learned
¾ It begins with people! No matter how secure your 

IT system is, regardless of how detailed your policies and 
procedures are, if your employees are not emotionally 
ready to return to work, your business will grind to a halt. 
The emotional well-being of the workforce has once again 
been highlighted as the lynchpin to recovery, and compa-
nies that attended to their worker’s behavioral health, as 
well as their physical health, are experiencing a more pro-
ductive, loyal, and engaged employee population.

Comprehensive, well-integrated EAPs have long 
been helping to shape a culture of health with their cor-
porate customers since 9/11, promoting ease of service 
access, crisis leadership consultation, and frequently 
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updated “take and use” wellness strategies calibrated 
and pertinent to the current need, time, and place. 

Whether the immediate crisis is a terrorist attack, 
a hurricane, an active shooter, or a pandemic, EAPs 
have a strategic role in offering a curated suite of 
resources that address the human element. The EAP 
industry learned this following 9/11 and we have 
incorporated this with every major incident since. 

¾ Believe in resilience. Although both 9/11 and 
the pandemic are events that pushed our emotional 
strength to the limit…yet we have endured! I don’t 
say this lightly, nor do I want in any way to minimize 
or dismiss the personal pain and loss so many of us 
have experienced – the grief from COVID 19 has 
been real and profound, just as it was after 9/11.

But by that same token, I don’t want to diminish the 
incredible resilience shown by so many in response to 
crisis. From the heroic service of frontline healthcare 
workers…to the dogged determination to adapt to remote 
work…to simple expressions of care and kindness on a 
Zoom call…the ability of the human spirit to rise to – 
and rise above! – tragedy has been on full display.

At R3 Continuum (formerly Crisis Care Network), 
we saw similar examples after 9/11, when business 
leaders made the strategic decision to resume opera-
tions in NYC as a bold declaration of unbroken spirit, 
and line workers returned to their posts as an act of 
patriotism. We are stronger than we give ourselves 
credit for, both personally and professionally.

¾ Employee Assistance is an integral part of an 
effective business continuity plan. Too often busi-
ness leaders may mistakenly think of EAP service 
as an add-on “feel good” benefit relegated to the HR 
department. Savvy leaders, however, understand that 
maintaining the well-being of their workforce is just 
as critical as ensuring supply chain integrity.

For example, the success of the business depends 
on both. As an Executive from the Marsh Crisis 
Academy (a unit of Marsh McLennan Consulting 
Firm, which lost 295 employees in the attacks) shared 
with R3 Continuum at the time:

 “There is no business recovery without people who:
• Are healthy enough to return to work and be productive;
• Are assured enough of their safety to not feel 

afraid to return to work;
• Have had their trust in the leadership established 

so that they desire to return to work; and

• Have had their loyalty rewarded so they remain 
employees over the short haul and the long haul.”

Core EAP domains such as leadership consultation, 
stress management, sobriety, childcare/eldercare and a 
myriad of other behavioral health concerns were cast 
into clear focus in 2021, just as they were in 2001. 
A comprehensive high quality Employee Assistance 
Program provides solutions to these issues that support 
the effective and continuous operation of any business.

NEW Lessons Learned
Building on these commonalities, it’s important to 

consider “new” lessons learned. By incorporating strate-
gies that may have been influenced by 9/11 but that are 
unique to COVID-19, we can be empowered to respond 
to the needs of any given moment. These include:

¾ Utilize a tailored response. The terrorist 
attacks of 9/11 taught us that a “one size fits all” cri-
sis response approach did not meet the needs of the 
wide range of impacted employees. For example, the 
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choice of the World Trade Center (a symbol of finan-
cial strength) was clearly intended as a threat to those 
working in the financial sector – they felt like direct 
targets, and fear was a dominant emotion.

The First Responders working at Ground Zero 
assigned a different meaning to their efforts, staying 
focused on rescue/recovery of civilians and cowork-
ers alike – exhaustion and grief were most commonly 
expressed. Different groups needed different things at dif-
ferent times, and no two experiences were exactly alike.

The current pandemic has only punctuated this 
truth, as outbreaks have come in waves and impacted 
different populations and professions in widely dispa-
rate ways. From healthcare workers to food distribu-
tion employees to elementary education teachers and 
beyond, each has experienced COVID-19 through a 
unique lens. Issues around diversity, equity, and inclu-
sion only further highlight the imperative to have the 
right person deliver the right response at the right time.

At R3 Continuum, we have found that speaking 
a word of calm into the midst of chaos has never 
required more skill, compassion, and sensitivity. 

¾ Encourage adaptive capacity. Unlike 9/11, 
COVID 19 has not been defined by a date or time; the 
protracted and ongoing crisis is unlike any other we 
have faced in our lifetimes. Adjusting our personal and 
professional lives has been a long period of trial-and-
error requiring flexibility, creativity, and an abundance of 
grace. As such, the capacity of employers and employees 
alike to adapt to a fluid and frequently changing land-
scape has been nothing short of miraculous.

Labor productivity, while clearly dependent on a 
wide range of factors, is certainly one indicator to 
loosely gauge the adaptive capacity of the US work-
force; that is, being able to adapt to a changed work 
environment, stay at work and be productive at work.

A recent US Bureau of Labor Statistics report indi-
cated that the second quarter of 2021 is the fourth 
consecutive quarter with increases in both output and 
hours worked, following historic declines in those 
measures in the second quarter of 2020.

Over those four quarters, nonfarm business sector 
(i.e., About 80% of US workforce, including manufac-
turing, service, retail, etc.) output increased 15.8 per-
cent and the index is now 1.2 percent above the level 
seen in the fourth quarter of 2019, the last quarter not 
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. (https://www.
bls.gov/news.release/prod2.nr0.htm)

While there have undoubtably been stumbles, 
where we are now is a far cry from where we were in 
early 2020 and this expression of functional resilience 
on behalf of US workers is worth acknowledging.

¾ Incorporate lived experiences. The events of 
9/11 and COVID-19 are seminal moments, tragic 
milestones that will forever mark reference points 
in the story of our lives (“Was that pre-COVID, or 
post?”). But the events themselves are only the begin-
ning – the way we responded is much more compel-
ling and reflective of our personal agency.

How we endured, what we let go of, and where we 
grew are lived experiences that hold tremendous value. 
In older days this might have been called “wisdom” and 
can offer guidance to both individuals and organizations.

As one small example, I recall being at Union Square in 
NYC in the days after 9/11. It had become a central gath-
ering location for those seeking information about missing 
loved ones, as well as a place for communal comfort.

Among the thousand heartbreaking signs posted on 
the fence asking, “Have you seen (my father, mother, 
sibling, etc.) …?”, one sign caught my attention – a 
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sheet of cardboard brightly painted with the words 
“Hope is Alive”. This simple declaration of resilience, 
in the midst of unthinkable pain, had a profound 
impact on me. This moment of lived experience 
buoyed me up at the time, and I have recalled it often 
when I have responded to other mass events, includ-
ing COVID-19.

Summary
At its core, every crisis is intensely personal and 

unique, both in its the context and its impact to each 
worker and each workplace. But due to their size, 
scale, and scope certain events – like 9/11 or the pan-
demic – have the capacity to remind us of our shared 
humanity. Few of us were untouched by these events, 
none of us were unmoved by these tragedies.

And, as EA professionals, we are in a position to ensure 
that no employee has to walk these journeys alone, and to 
remind them that “hope is alive.” (See picture at left.) v

Jeff Gorter, MSW, LCSW, is VP of Crisis Response Services at R3 
Continuum. Mr. Gorter brings more than 30 years of clinical expe-
rience including consultation and extensive on-site critical inci-
dent response to businesses and communities. He has responded 
directly to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, Hurricane Katrina, the 
Deepwater Horizon Oil spill, the earthquake/tsunami in Japan, 
the Newtown Tragedy, the Orlando Pulse Nightclub Shooting, the 
Las Vegas Shooting, and the breach of the US Capitol. He may be 
reached at jeff.gorter@r3c.com.

COVID-19: Changing the Face of EAP
COVID-19 has changed the way we run our EAP. 

We made many changes in the face of the pandemic to 
protect the health of our staff and to pivot to serve the 
changing needs of our customers and clients. Many 
of those are still in place and we continue to evaluate 
what is working well and what we can improve in our 
efforts to enhance the well-being of both leaders and 
employees. We have created new programs, added 
services, formed new partnerships, altered processes, 
and found new ways to connect to those we serve. We 
have also changed many of the ways our staff work 
and collaborate.

I got to see, in a new way, the depths of the caring 
that our staff have for our customers and clients. They 
pulled together to become more creative in terms 
of helping both employees and leaders to make it 
through 2020.  It was remarkable to witness their grit 
and ability to manage their personal life challenges 
and at the same time showing up to provide beautiful, 
tender care and resources to those in need. 

There wasn’t a week that went by where I didn’t hear 
a story that made me feel proud to be part of this team 
and part of this profession. As the COVID-19 crisis con-
tinues to evolve and as the challenges to organizations 
and individuals expand into new frontiers, our staff con-
tinue to be creative in looking at how to encourage and 
support leaders and employees toward mental well-being.

Going forward, we are seeing an unprecedented oppor-
tunity to help both employees and leaders with their well-
being. Employers are more open to funding support and 
employees and leaders are more open to accessing help. This 
is what we are here to do, and it is exciting. The challenge 
comes in balancing the external facing creativity and care 
we are providing with care of our own leaders and staff. 
First Sun will be focused on creative ways to foster our own 
support systems and incorporate well-being initiatives.

Maria Lund,
President, COO
First Sun EAP
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